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An Introduction to a New Criterion

Proposed for Stopping GA Optimization

Process of a Laminated Composite Plate

A� Abedian�� M� H� Ghiasi�� B� Dehghan�Manshadi�

Several traditional stopping criteria in Genetic Algorithms �GAs� are
applied to the optimization process of a typical laminated composite plate� The
results show that neither the criteria of the type of statistical parameters� nor
those of the kinds of theoretical models perform satisfactorily in determining the
interruption point for the GA process� Here� considering the con�guration of
the history curve of the maximum objective or �tness value with generation
number� a Logarithmic Performance Criterion �LPC� is introduced as a
stopping criterion for optimization of composite plates� The results highlight
the advantages of LPC in performing su�ciently smooth �no noise�� requiring
reasonable number of generations� less parameter dependency� less need for
conservative assumption� on�line controllability� wide scope applicability� and
reasonably easy application in engineering decision�making problems�

NOMENCLATURE

GA Genetic Algorithm

LPC Logarithmic Performance Criterion

SC Di�erent GA runs

SD Standard Deviation

S�F� Safety Factor

L String length

N Generation number

n Main population size

t��� The smallest number of iterations
required to guarantee the observation
of an optimal solution with probability
of �

� Probability of �nding the optimal
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� Uniform mutation rate � � ��� ��
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� De�ection
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w Weight

wmax Maximum weight

�max Minimum weight

w Dimensionless weight

� Dimensionless displacement

x Chromosomes in each population

F �x� Fitness function

P �x� Penalty function

��x� Objective function

K Positive constant

� Penalty factor

x� Design variable

x� Design variable

g�x�� x�� Objective function

A constant number derived from
logarithmic �tting

B constant number derived from
logarithmic �tting

INTRODUCTION

Using composite materials as the basis for manufactur�
ing structural components has signi�cantly increased
the complexity of the design process	 Additionally
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the problem of optimum design of laminated composite
plates �that are widely used in aerospace and marine
applications� involves large� non�convex� and integer�
programming that is discrete in nature� and includes
a substantial number of design variables such as geo�
metrical parameters� ply composition� materials of the
composite constituents� staking sequence of the layers�
and so on� Due to the nature of the issue �especially
its discrete variables�� the Genetic Algorithm for op�
timization of such problems� despite its disadvantages
like being such a time consuming approach� has been
justi�ed and used by several researchers 	���
�

A genetic search normally starts with a random
initial population� The subsequent populations are
created from previous populations utilizing the ge�
netic operators and a selection schema in a manner
that probabilistic survival of better individuals �i�e�
having higher �tness values� is ensured� Thus� in
this process� after a large number of iterations� the
population should consist of many individuals who are
closely placed at the optimum design point� Now�
the question is how many iterations are required to
obtain the global optimum� where there is no speci�c
suggestion for making such a prediction� Although the
GA has been successfully applied to a wide variety of
problems� there are just a few theoretical guidelines
for how to terminate the searching process� Perhaps�
due to its versatility� heuristic basis� and weakness of
available mathematical models� determination of the
convergence rate and the interruption point for the
process is still one of the ambiguous points of the GA
method� E�ective bounding of the process appears to
be more di�cult when one faces noisy and discrete
engineering applications such as the problems that
involve the design of composite materials�

Generally� to investigate this key point� many
practitioners have tried to de�ne some statistical per�
formance parameters such as stop when there is no
signi�cant improvement during the last ten iterations
or stop after N number of generations or other similar
statistical approaches 	�
� while others have tried to
develop analytical models that can mathematically
�nd the minimum required number of generations to
guarantee the �nding of the global optimum solution
with a prede�ned probability�

In this research� some of these di�erent conven�
tional mathematical and statistical stopping criteria in
genetic algorithm are applied to the optimization of a
typical laminated composite plate to study their per�
formance and applicability in such problems� Here� the
GA is implemented several times with a large number
of iterations in order to �nd the best solution� The
investigation is performed under two subdivisions of
the statistical parameters and theoretical approaches�
It is� however� worthy to note that tracking down the
e�ectiveness of the applied criteria shows that none of

them could serve as an ideal tool for de�ning the cut�o�
point for the evolutionary process� Subsequently� here�
some new statistical parameters for stopping the GA
process are introduced and examined although none of
them seems to have the capability of serving in the
�eld of composite design in a credible manner� Finally�
considering the nature of the curve passing through
the best objective value found in each iteration as
opposed to the number of iterations� a new Logarithmic
Performance Criterion �LPC�� which can act as an
e�ective online parameter for stopping the GA process�
is de�ned and tested�

Before applying the two groups of available cri�
teria �the statistical parameters and the theoretical
models� to the composite problem at hand� it will
be useful to present a brief review of them� In the
statistical parameters group� stopping after a large
number of generations is the most fundamental ap�
proach for terminating a GA process� A slightly more
sophisticated approach has been put forward by de
Jong in ���� 	��
� where two �ags are de�ned as the on�
line and o��line performances of the process� The on�
line performance �describing the on�going performance�
corresponds to the average of all �tness functions
evaluated up to and including the current trial� while
the o��line performance �describing convergence� is the
average of the best performance values of the runs up
to a particular time� Based on this approach� the GA
process stops when either the on�line or� preferably� the
o��line performance appears to be stabilized 	��
� A
large number of such heuristic performance parameters
have been de�ned and used in di�erent applications of
genetic search method� which are brie�y reviewed bel�
low� In fact� by this group of criteria� the termination
process occurs�

�� when in a speci�c number of iterations no improve�
ment in the optimum design occurs 	�����
�

�� when the average �tness value appears to be stabi�
lized 	��
�

�� when the change in the exponential average of the
�tness values of a population is small 	��
�

�� when a given number of function evaluations� user�s
patience limit� or CPU resource limit is met 	��� ���
��
�

�� When the required optimum appears �if known�
	��
�

�� when the ratio of average �tness value of the current
population to the score of the best individual of the
population exceeds a speci�ed threshold 	��
�

�� when the diversity of the �tness values of the cur�
rent population drops below a speci�ed threshold
	��
�
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�� when the current improvement in the �tness value
in comparison with its initial improvement is ignor�
able ����	

�� when the maximum number of iterations is limited
to �

 times the number of independent variables
�by default� ����	

�
� when the tolerance is limited this speci�es the
minimum tolerance for the distance of the current
point from the boundary of the feasible region ��
�	

��� when the distance between two consecutive points
is less than X tolerance which speci�es the mini�
mum distance between the current points at two
consecutive iterations ��
�	

��� when the change in the value of the objective
function at the current point is less than a speci�ed
tolerance ��
�	

As for the theoretical models it can be said that
genetic algorithms which are considered as stochastic
search algorithms rarely guarantee the �nding of a
global optimum by a �xed number of generations�
In ���� Vose and Liepins ���� showed that genetic
algorithms which might be expected to display punc�
tuated equilibrium often appear to converge to false
suboptimal solutions for a relatively large number of
generations before moving on to the next solutions�
Thus convergence criteria such as de Jong�s on�line and
o��line performance can often be misleading� However
one can mathematically �nd the minimum number of
generations required for reaching an optimal solution
�t���� with the probability of � �
� � ��� which is
de�ned by the user �����

Some previous works have resulted in deriving
bounds for the quantity t��� by modeling genetic algo�
rithms as Markov Chains �MC�� This was �rst done by
Nix and Vose ������ ����� They showed that if the state
variable is taken to be the current population then MC
is periodic if and only if the mutation probability � is
strictly positive� Hence a steady state behavior will
exist under which the possibility for inde�nite trapping
of MC at a suboptimal solution point will vanish �����

In another attempt Aytug and Koehler ��� de�
rived the worst case bound on a GA�s running time
when choosing a con�dence probability �i�e� � ��
���
by the user is necessary� They showed that the mini�
mum number of GA generations required for pushing
the total populations toward the probability of � could
be calculated as follows�

t��� �

�
ln��� ��

ln���min ��� ��Ln� �Ln�

�
���

where � is the uniform mutation rate and L and n are
string length and population size respectively� Note
that for each bit if the randomly generated number
�
�� is smaller than � it will be replaced by its

complement� Aytug et al� ��� also developed a tighter
bound and de�ned their new worst bound as follows	

t��� �

�
ln��� ��

n ln���min ��� ��L� �L�

�
���

where parameters � n L and � are de�ned as in
Equation ����

DETAILS OF THE TEST PROBLEM� THE

GA MODELING AND RUNS

As was discussed before for testing the performance
of existing stopping criteria �i�e� both statistical
parameters and the theoretical models� in the �eld of
design and optimization of composite plates some of the
above mentioned criteria are applied to a test problem
of which the details are given in this section� The
test problem is optimized repeatedly under di�erent
conditions where each repetition consists of a large
number of generations �i�e� �

 to �

�� Then the
results obtained by application of di�erent criteria are
compared together and �nally the new criterion �LPC�
is introduced and its superiorities and advantages over
other existing criteria are discussed�

The plate under consideration is made up of a
Glass�Epoxy laminated composite plate �� m long �

�� m width� subjected to a line distributed load

Figure �� Description of the physical problem�

Table �� Mechanical properties of the Glass�Epoxy layers�

Property Value

Young�s Modulus� E� ����� GPa

Young�s Modulus� E� ����	 GPa

Shear Modulus� G�� 
��� GPa

Poisson Ratio� �o�� ����

Shear Strength� S ����
� MPa

Tensile Strength� Xt �����
 MPa

Tensile Strength� Yt ���� MPa

Compressive Strength� Xc �
���� MPa

Compressive Strength� Yc ���� MPa

Density ���� kg�m�
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of P����� N at the center of the plate as depicted
in Figure �� As for the stacking sequence� each
ply of the laminate is allowed to be oriented at any
angle between �

�

and ��
�

with the increments of
�� degrees� The properties of the plate layers are
given in Table �� Here� the number of layers� the
thickness of each layer� and 	ber orientations are
considered as design variables� It is to be mentioned
that genetic algorithm assumes a number of random
solutions for the problem under consideration� called
the main population� Each population member is
a string of binary digits corresponding to a natural
chromosome� Each particular element of a chromosome
is then called a gene� which represents the assumed
value for a speci	c design variable� For the problem at
hand� Table 
 represents the design variables along with
their allowable range and the assigned binary length
in a chromosome� These variables are then used to
evaluate the corresponding 	tness function which is
related to the objective and penalty functions de	ned
subsequently� Here� simultaneous minimization of the
weight �w� and deection ��� of the plate is considered
as the objective function and is de	ned as follows�

��X� � K � ����W � ��
���

where W �
W

Wmax

�
W

���kg�
and � �

�

�max
�

�

���mm�

���

�K� is a positive constant that is used to convert the
minimization problem into an ever�positive function for
the whole design space� The amount of this term would
not a�ect the selection schema performed by the linear
scaling operator of the GA process� In this process� a
particular selection method based on the value of the
	tness for each chromosome is utilized to select the

next population� The selection schema serves the role
of natural events in this algorithm attributing higher
selection probability values to better chromosomes� In
fact� this operator boosts the outliving probability of
the best chromosome while declining that of the worst
chromosome in the same generation� This reproduction
and selection process will be carried on until one or a
set of stopping criteria are met and an optimum or
a near�optimum solution is found� The optimization
problem and its constraints are given below�

Max � ��x� � K �
�
���W � ��
�

�

S�T�

���
��

S�F� � ��


W � �� kg

� � �� mm

���

The above�mentioned constraints are then handled by a
penalty term and the modi	ed �or penalized� objective
function� which is called the 	tness function �F �x��� is
then reshaped as�

F �x� � ��x�� �� P �x�� ���

P �x�����
�w������
����S�F������������������
���

The weighting parameters for three terms of the
penalty function �P �x�� are chosen regarding the signif�
icance of each term in achieving the optimum objective
value� This could be attributed to the negative and
positive e�ects �Cons� and Pros�� caused by changing
one constraint on the rest of the related constraints�
For instance� in this example� increasing the panel
weight is a disadvantage� however� it could positively
a�ect the process by causing the respective advantage
of decreasing the deection� Since these state variables

Table �� Meaning� allotted values� and the length of the binary code in a typical chromosome�

Gene
No�

Meaning
Allowable Range Binary

Length
Lower Limit Increment Upper Limit

� Number of Layers � � �� �

� Layer Thickness �mm� ��� ��� ��� �

� Material � 	 � �

��	��
Fiber Orientation

in Layers � through ��
�
�

�

�

��
�

�

Table �� De�ning weighting parameters forP �x��

Violating Const� Cons Pros Cons�Pros Weighting Coef�

Weight Weight� �max� �� De�ection� �max� ��� ���� � ����

Safety Factor
Failure� �max� ����

De�ection� �max� ���
Weight� �max� �� ����� ����

De�ection De�ection� �max� ��� Weight� �max� �� ���� � ���


Total �
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�i�e� weight and de�ection� appear to be ��� and
	�� weighing factors in the objective function ���x��

it is assumed that any increase in the panel weight
could produce a maximum drawback of ��� for the
weight and a maximum bene�t of 	�� for the de�ection
�see Table ��� However
 in general
 selection of the
weighting factors for such a multivariable penalty
function is often arbitrary and a de�nite procedure
has not yet been set ����� It is also noted that since
the objective function ���x�� appears as the weight of
unity in F �x��
 the weighing factors for the terms of
the penalty function �P �x�� are also calculated such
that they add up to unity� Therefore
 the factor �
�see Equation ���� plays a major role in penalizing
the infeasible chromosomes� In fact
 the relationship
between the weighting factors of the two parts of the
�tness function �F �x�� accounts for the amount of
penalty� It is also worth to note that there is no clear
way for de�ning a suitable value for the ratio of the
weighing factors� However
 available studies show that
the factors should be kept as low as possible
 just above
the limit below which infeasible solutions turn to be
optimal �	���

As for the GA runs
 here
 the optimization process
is repeated three times with the same characteristics for
the GA operators �i�e� ���� crossover
 ���� mutation

and population size of 	��� These runs are marked as
SC�
 SC	
 and SC� in Table �� The only di�erence
among these three runs is in their �rst population

which for each run is generated randomly� The rest
of the runs �i�e� SC�
 SC�
 and SC�� di�er either
in their crossover and mutation percentages or in the
population size� The obtained results from these runs
enable one to understand the e�ects of the chosen rates
for the GA operators and the number of chromosomes
of the population on the optimization process�

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As explained before
 the two sets of the conventional
stopping criteria in the GA optimization process are
tested here
 �rst� It will be shown that none of these
criteria are performing successfully when applied to
the optimization of composite material problems� The
results obtained by each set of the criteria will be
presented and discussed in this subsection
 separately�

Table �� Description of the runs�

Run
Crossover ���

points

Mutation ���

points
Population size

SC� ��� ��� ��

SC� ��� ��� ��

SC� ��� ��� ��

SC� ��� ��� ��

SC� ��� �� ��

SC� �� ��� ��

In the last part of this subsection
 after presenting
the complete de�nition and the fundamentals of the
suggested LPC criterion
 the results obtained by its
application to the test problem will be shown and
discussed in detail as well�

The Statistical Parameters

As mentioned before
 the stopping point suggested by
the �rst series of criteria
 for the GA runs of the test
problem called statistical parameters are studied here�
First of all
 the stagnation of maximum objective value
�the most popular stopping criterion as explained in
item �
 section �� is studied by monitoring the values
obtained for runs SC�
 SC	
 and SC� for only ��
generations as depicted in Figure 	� This is because
the example is too large and so many calculations are
necessary in each generation� The �gure shows that the
maximum objective occurs at generation �� for SC�

while it happens at generations �� and �� for SC	 and
SC�
 respectively� Based on Figure �
 by continuing
the process even up to ��� generations for all three
cases
 now better results is achieved� Therefore
 if one
looks at any of the three runs separately
 based on the
stagnation of the maximum objective value
 stopping
the process at generation ��� would be a reasonable
decision� However
 since all these three runs belong to a
single problem optimized under similar GA conditions
but di�erent �rst population members �due to random
generation of the �rst population�
 the stopping point
suggested by SC	 and SC� in comparison to SC� would

Figure �� Maximum objective value for SC�� SC�� and

SC��

Figure �� Maximum objective value in the �rst ��

generations�
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be incorrect� This is because a much better result is
o�ered by SC�� It means that if either one of the SC�
or SC� runs continue for higher number of generations�
it is de�nitely possible for them to �nd a similar result
as that of the SC�� This may even be true for SC��
i�e� the solution obtained by SC� may only be a local
optimum brought about by premature convergence�
In fact� continuation of any one of them mentioned
may produce a better result� Therefore� this stopping
criterion may not be as successful as suggested in the
literature 	
� ������ ��� though it is the most reliable
criterion as far as regularity and ease of traceability is
concerned�

The results of Figure  also show that the stopping
criteria �as those in item �� section ��� which suggest
termination of the process after a given number of
evaluations� or patience limit� etc� are not reliable
enough for cutting o� the GA process for a problem
as the one at hand� In fact� it is not su�cient to set
a limit for the number of generations because the best
solution may occur in early generations as for the SC��
while it may take longer in the case of the SC� and
SC� runs�

Using the stagnation of mean objective value
as the stopping criterion �item �� section ��� as was
used in the previous research work 	��� may not be
useful for this sort of problems� As Figure � depicts�
no acceptable stagnation in the mean objective value
for the SC� run during ��� generations is observed�
Similar trends for the mentioned quantity are detected
for the SC� and SC�� which are not shown here� Some
of the researchers have suggested that such a behavior
may happen either due to the values considered for
the rate of GA operators or due to the type of the
applied penalty functions� However� as the e�ects of
the penalty functions appear as a smooth reduction in
the �tness value of the infeasible chromosomes during
the reproduction process� it could not incur such a
noisy e�ect� Therefore� it must mainly occur due to the
probabilistically based operators of the GA process�

In a GA optimization process� the improvement
in the �tness or objective value highly depends on the
diversity of the population� When the diversity drops
below a logical value the improvement in the objective
value may face stagnation� This has been considered as
a GA stopping criterion �item �� section �� by some of
the researchers� Tracking down the standard deviations
�SD� of the SC�� SC�� and SC�� which are depicted
in Figure � shows that they sharply incline during
the early generations� This is followed by the overall
declining trend of the population diversity during the
next � generations as shown for the SC� in Figure
�� However� this relative stagnation in SD is highly
disrupted for higher number of generations than ��
Even with a more integrated view of the standard
deviation values� i�e� considering the average value of

Figure �� Mean objective value for SC� in ��� generations�

Figure �� Standard deviations for SC�� SC�� and SC��

Figure �� Trend of the standard deviations for SC� in the

�rst �� generations�

Figure �� Average standard deviation for every ��

generations for SC�� SC�� and SC��

the SD for every last �� generations as shown in Figure
�� it does not seem that SD can be serve as a promising
criterion� Based on the �gure� the minimum value of
this quantity appears at generation � for the SC��
but �uctuates again with increase of the generation
number� The trend shows that this quantity continues
to have a noisy nature in generations higher than ��
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which depicts the high unreliability of the quantity as
a criterion for stopping the GA process� The same
discussion is applicable when the di�erence between
the maximum and minimum values or the di�erence
between the maximum and mean values of the objective
are considered as the stopping criteria for the GA runs�
Based on Figsures � and �� these values also have a
noisy nature despite the stagnation of the objective
values for most of the ��� generations of the three runs
of SC�� SC	� and SC� depicted in Figure ��

The Theoretical Models
The results obtained by applying the previously men

tioned theoretical models ��� to the current test
problem suggest inordinately large numbers for the
minimum required generations� For the problem at
hand� considering the corresponding required parame

ters L���� ������� n�	��� even by setting a very low
level of con�dence i�e� �� ���� ��� both worst case
bound formula i�e� Equation ��� and its modi�ed
version suggest almost in�nite an number of genera

tions for obtaining the global optimum� Apparently�
the obtained results show that the GA process may
converge to an optimum value faster than what the
theoretical models suggest� Perhaps� this is due to
some of the conservative assumptions incorporated into
the theoretical models such as the existence of one

max �tness function� which may not be valid here� It
is also worth mentioning that the theoretical models
do not pay any attention to the relationship between
the convergence rate which mainly comes from the
principle of survival of the �ttest� and the �tness
distribution� Therefore� here� none of the theoretical
models seems to be a suitable mean for stopping the
GA process�

The Logarithmic Performance Criterion �LPC�
Since the existing stopping criteria do not su�ciently
�t the present problem� a new stopping criterion�
namely the Logarithmic Performance Criterion LPC��
is introduced and tested here� Based on the value of the
�rst derivative of a logarithmic function �tted to the
history of maximum objective values found up to the
current generation� the LPC depicts the probability of
�nding a better solution within the next generations�
The algorithm is halted when the LPC value at the
current generation falls below a speci�c user
de�ned
threshold�

As Figure �� shows� the graphs of maximum
objective values obtained from the results of all the
considered runs SC� through SC�� are intrinsically
similar and each one could be best explained by a
logarithmic function� Such a behavior of the maximum
objective value is widely observed in many other
physical problems� For example� in addition to the
intricate test case� a simple mathematical test problem

Figure �� Di�erence of maximum and minimum objective

values in each generation for SC�� SC�� and SC��

Figure �� Di�erence of maximum and mean objective

values in each generation for SC�� SC�� and SC��

Figure ��� Maximum objective versus generation number

for all cases of SC� to SC��

Figure ��� Maximum objective versus generation number

for a simple mathematical problem�

represented by Equation �� is also considered in this
study� Where� the optimization process displays a
similar behavior for the maximum value of gx�� see
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Figure ���

Max �g�x�� x��	�


��x�
�
�x�

�
���sin� x��sin� x���

S�T� � x�
�
� x�

�
�  ���

Figures ��a� and ��b� illustrate logarithmic functions
of the form �y	Aln�x��B� that could be �tted to
the maximum objective values found in the preceding
generations� The slope of the curves at any generation
changes due to not only the increase in generation
number but also the variations in A and B� This
characteristic� i�e� the slope of the curve at the
current generation� is used here as the basis for de�ning
a new logarithmic performance criterion �LPC� that
could be served as a stopping condition for the GA
process� The idea is to �nd the constants A and
B at any generation for �tting the best curve to all
of the maximum objective values obtained during the
preceding generations� The �rst derivative of the �tted
function evaluated at the current generation is then
referred to as the LPC value for that generation� The
di�erence between the subsequent LPC values plays an
important role in stopping the GA process� Plotting
the end slope of the logarithmic functions �the LPC
values� versus the generation number shows a smooth
and regular declining curve during the reproduction
process� This is clearly shown in Figure �� for the
SC� and the average value for three runs of each one of
the SC�� SC� and SC� cases� It is observed that after
a large number of generations the curve asymptotes
to the horizontal line� and the probability of �nding a
better solution by continuing the process approaches
zero�

In other words� the end slope of the curve or the
LPC could be used for determining the potential or
capability of the GA in �nding a better solution in the
subsequent generations� Thus� one can easily decide on
the interruption point by setting a minimum desirable
value for the LPC or de�ning a minimum acceptable de�
viation in the maximum objective value per generation�
The latter is controlled by the minimum admissible
changes in di�erent terms of the objective function
such as the weight and de�ection in the present case�
It is important to note that the method provides an
online performance parameter that enables the user to
calculate the LPC value in the current generation and
to control the stopping point by concurrently adjusting
its minimum acceptable value� Additionally� due to
the origin and nature of the LPC� it is implicitly
in�uenced by the selection of the probability values
for the genetic operators� population size� form of the
objective function� etc� A full description of the LPC
characteristics is discussed next�

�a� For �
 generations

�b� For 

 generations
Figure ��� Fitting a logarithmic function to the maximum

objective trend�

COMPARISON OF THE LPC WITH THE

CONVENTIONAL STOPPING CRITERIA

One of the most outstanding characteristics of the LPC
is in its high degree of regularity and smoothness seen
in the trend of the values with the generation number
during the GA process� In comparison to the irregular
and noisy behavior of the existing stopping criteria
discussed in the previous sections� the LPC shows a
smooth trend during the whole process� It starts with
a high value and regularly decreases as the generation
number increases �see Figure ���� The horizontal
asymptotic con�guration of the LPC curve in the �nal
stages of the process could be interpreted as a very
low �or zero� potential of the GA in �nding better
solutions in the subsequent generations� In general�
this trend could also be assumed as zero performance
of the GA after in�nite number of generations like what
is expected from the mathematical models�

The next important characteristic of the LPC
could be related to its capability of providing the user
with an e�cient tool for de�ning a more reasonable
cut o� point for the GA process� Theoretical models
usually end up with very large numbers for minimum
required GA generation cycles that are not accessible in
engineering applications� which are usually comprised
of several design variables� However� in practice�
GA processes normally converge considerably earlier
�in lower number of generations� than predicted by
theoretical models ����� Since the LPC takes the
history into account �by considering the trend of the
maximum objective values found in all the previous
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generations� as observed in practice� it can easily over�
come the above mentioned disadvantage by de�ning
a more reasonable value for the required number of
generations� This advantage is mainly attributed to the
less conservative assumptions considered by the LPC in
comparison to the theoretical models�

In comparison to the conventional criteria� taking
a wider data scope into account and less parameter
dependency of the LPC could also be considered as
another distinguished characteristic of the method�
Since the LPC value is calculated by di�erentiating
the best �tted logarithmic function to the maximum
objective values found in all the previous generations�
it does not depend on any user�de�ned parameter	 also
the use of a wide data range is ensured� This is in
contrary to some of the traditional stopping criteria�
such as items �� �� and �
 in section �� wich merely
pay attention to the current population or some other
criteria such as items �� �� and ��� all of which
deal with two or more populations only �i�e� two

Figure ��� The LPC values versus generation number�

Figure ��� Self training of the LPC with a jump in

maximum objective value�

consequently found generations or the �rst and last
generations��

The LPC can implicitly adapt itself to an unex�
pected jump in the GA results occurred by appearance
of a better solution in a generation number like N��

in the current example� This is clearly shown in
Figure ��� As explained before� the LPC value could
represent the potential of GA for �nding a better
solution� Therefore� as the �gure illustrates� a jump
in the maximum objective value increases the value of
LPC� In other words� the jump shows that a better
point is found� and as a result� the GA process now
has a higher capability for �nding a better solution
in the subsequent generations by using the aspects
of the newly found chromosome� In such conditions�
the LPC curve visibly projects out of its regular path
while all the theoretical models and also most of the
statistical parameters discussed earlier fail to present
such a sensitivity�

Additionally� the LPC is an on�line parameter
that is capable of being concurrently controlled by the
user� While the theoretical and the statistical criteria
such as items �� �� and � in section �� are de�ned at the
beginning of the process� they are not a�ected by the
results found during the evolutionary search� The LPC
value is calculated and controlled in each generation�
The minimum acceptable value set for the LPC� which
is the only user�de�ned parameter in determining the
interruption point� is also capable of being concurrently
trained regarding the best solution found up to the
current generation� For instance� for the composite
test case considered here� a designer with some sense of
engineering� can set the minimum desirable change in
weight and de�ection of the panel �considering the best
chromosome found in the current generation�� Then�
it is possible to calculate the minimum LPC value
and subsequently use this value for determining an
admissible interruption point�

Providing a better facility for optimization of
commonplace engineering decision�making problems is
another characteristic of the LPC in comparison to the
conventional approaches� For this sort of problems�
designers normally �nd the optimum balancing point
for two or more con�icting design parameters �i�e�
weight� reliability� and production cost�� The most
important challenging point of such problems is that
a designer compares parameters that are di�erent in
nature and are implicitly inter�related� Therefore�
using a speci�c relationship among these parameters
considering their values in the current search point
is unavoidable� Interestingly� the LPC gives this
opportunity to a designer to correct his decision in each
generation and also to train it for the best solution
obtained so far�
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this research� the Logarithmic Performance Crite�
rion �LPC�� which is the �rst derivative of a logarithmic
function �tted to maximum �tness values found in all
generations� is introduced as a new stopping criterion
for the GA process of laminated composite plates�
The results show that� contrary to the statistical
parameters and theoretical models� the LPC could be
assumed as an adequate parameter for de�ning the
interruption point for the GA process considering its
smooth changes during the process and its reasonable
suggestion for the minimum required number of gener�
ations� The form and overall trend of this parameter
�i�e� the LPC� ful�lls the mathematical assumptions�
and is indeed faster in convergence than other discussed
methods as observed in practice� In brief� the following
advantages and e	ciencies were obtained by applying
the LPC to the discussed examples�One may also
expect such advantages when using the LPC


� Su	ciently regular shape and alteration

� More reasonable restriction on the number of gener�
ations

� Less parameter dependency

� Requiring less conservative assumptions

� Implicitly self�tuning

� On�line and concurrently controllable by the user

� Accounting for a wider data scope by considering
the previous generations

� Providing a better facility for optimization of com�
monplace engineering decision making problems�
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